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Abstract. In this work we propose the new algorithms from the combination of 
many existing ideas consist of the reference event as proposed in [1], the event 
detection technique proposed in [2], the causal inference proposed in [4, 5] and 
the new idea about the character of the catalyst seen in the chemical reaction. 
We use all of these ideas to build up our algorithms to mine the predisposing 
factor and the co-incident factor of the reference event of interest. We apply our 
algorithms with Open Source Software (OSS) data set and show the result. We 
also test our algorithms with four synthetic data sets include noise up to 50 %. 
The results show that our algorithms can work well and tolerate to the noise 
data. 

1   Introduction 

Temporal mining is a data mining include time attribute in consideration. Time series 
data is the data set which include time attribute in the data. There are so many work 
and many methods and algorithms done in temporal mining. All are useful for mining 
the knowledge from time series data. We want to use the temporal mining techniques 
to mine the predisposing factor and the co-incident factor that make the number of the 
Download attribute change significantly and the rate of the number of the Download 
attribute change significantly in OSS data set. 

2   The Problem 

We get an OSS data set from http://sourceforge.net which is the world’s largest Open 
Source software development website. There are 1,097,341 records, 41,540 projects 
in this data set. This data set consists of seventeen attributes include time attribute. 
The time attribute of each record in this data set is monthly. Each project in this data 
set is software. There are so many activities there. We are interested in thirteen 
attributes which indicate the number of the activities in this data set. The data of these 
thirteen attributes are all numeric. The value of the Download attribute is the number 
of the Download attribute. So the Download attribute is the indicator showing how 
popular the software is and show the successful of the development of the software. 



 

We are interested in the significant change of the number of the Download attribute. 
Then we employ the idea of the event detection technique proposed by [2] to detect 
the event of the Download attribute. The event of our interest is the significant rate of 
the data change which can be acceleration or deceleration.  

We want to find the predisposing factor and the co-incident factor of the Download 
events. We employ the same idea about the reference event as proposed in [1] which 
is the fixed event of interest and want to find the other events related to the reference 
event. So we call the Download attribute as the reference attribute and call the event 
of the Download attribute as the reference event.    

The predisposing factor of the reference event can possible be the cause of the 
reference event or the cause of the other event which is the cause of the reference 
event, in somehow. And the co-incident factor of the reference event can possible be 
the effect of the reference event or the effect of the other event which is the effect of 
the reference event in somehow or can be the result from the same cause of the 
reference event or just be the result from the other event which happens at the same 
time of the reference event happens. To make this concept clear, see the example as 
follow 
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Figure 1: the relationships among the events over time 

If we have the event A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L  and the relationships among 
them are H + I  �  B, A + B  �  C, D + E  �  F, C + F  �  G, J + C  �  K, K + G  
�  L.That is H and I give B; A and B give C; D and E give F; C and F give G; J and 
C give K; K and G give L. But in our data set consists of only A, C, F, G, H, L. And 
the reference event is C. We can see that H and A happen before C, we may say that A 
is the cause of C and/or H is the cause of C. But in the real relationship as shown 
above, we know that H is not the cause of C directly. Or it is not because A and H 
give C. So we call A and H are the predisposing factors of C. And we find that F 
happens at the same time as C happens.  And G and L happen after C. We call F and 
G and L as the co-incident factor of C. We can see from the relationship that G is the 
result from C + F. L is the result from G which is the result from C. And F is the co-
factor of C that gives G. Only G is the result from C directly. L is the result from G 
which is the result from C.   

We really want to find the exact relationships among these events. Unfortunately, 
no one can guarantee that our data set of consideration consists of all related factors or 
events. We can see from the diagram or the relationship shown in the example that the 
relationship among the events can be complex. And if we don’t have all of the related 
events, we cannot find all of the real relationships. This fact the researchers in data 



 

mining community know well. We don’t want our users misinterpret the results from 
our algorithms. So what we can do with the possible incomplete data set is mining the 
predisposing factor and the co-incident factor of the reference event. Then the users 
can further consider these factors and collect more data which related to the reference 
event and explore more in depth by themselves on the expert ways in their specific 
fields. 

The main idea in this part is the predisposing factor can possible be the cause of the 
reference event and the co-incident factor can possible be the effect of the reference 
event. So we employ the same idea as proposed in [4, 5] that is the cause happens 
before the effect. The effect happens after the cause. We call the time point when the 
reference event happens as the current time point. We call the time point before the 
current time point as the previous time point. And we call the time point after the 
current time point as the post time point. Then we define the predisposing factor of 
the reference event as the event which happens at the previous time point. And we 
define the co-incident factor of the reference event as the event happens at the current 
time point and/or the post time point.    

3   Basic Definitions and Framework 

We define the event as the significant slope rate. We use the analogy of the chemical 
reaction to interpret the predisposing and co-incident factors. The point is the amount 
of the reactants, catalyst increase significantly before the reaction and then decrease 
significantly at the reaction process time. And the amount of the products increases 
significantly after the reaction. We detect two previous adjacent time points and two 
post adjacent time points in order to make sure that we cover all of the reactants 
and/or the catalysts and the products. We then judge if the number of significant 
changes at either of the previous time points, then we call it the predisposing factor. If 
it happens at either of the post time points, we call it the co-incident factor.  

Definition1: A time series data set is a set of records r such that each record contains 
a set of attributes and a time attribute.  The value of time attribute is the point of time 
on time scale such as month, year. 

 rj = { a1, a2, a3, …, am, tj } 
where  
 rj  is the jth record in data set 

Definition 2: There are two types of the attribute in time series data set. Attribute that 
depends on time is dynamic attribute (  ) , other wise, it is static attribute (S). 
Definition 3: Time point (ti) is the time point on time scale. 
Definition 4: Time interval is the range of time between two time points [t1, t2]. We 
may refer to the end time point of interval (t2 ). 
Definition 5: An attribute function is a function of time whose elements are extracted 
from the value of attribute i in the records, and is denoted as a function in time, ai(tx) 

 ai(tx) = ai   rj  
where  
ai  attribute i;   



 

tx  time stamp associated with this record 
Definition 6: A feature is defined on a time interval [t1 ,t2], if some attribute function 
ai(t) can be approximated to another function  � (t) in time , for example, 

 ai(t)  � (t)  , t   [t1 ,t2] 
We say that � and its parameters are features of ai(t)  in that interval [t1 ,t2].  
If �(t)  = ��i t + ��i  in some intervals, we can say that in the interval, the function 

ai(t)  has a slope of ��i where slope is a feature extracted from  ai(t) in that interval 

Definition 7: Slope (��i) is the change of value of a dynamic attribute (ai) between 
two adjacent time points. 

 ��i  =  ( ai tx - ai tx-1 ) / tx - tx-1 
where 
 ai tx is the value of  ai at the time point tx 
 ai tx-1 is the value of  ai at the time point tx-1 

Definition 8: Reference attribute (at ) is the attribute of interest. We want to find the 
relationship between the reference attribute and the other dynamic attributes in the 
data set. 
Definition 9: Current time point (tc) is the time point at which reference variable’s 
event is detected. 
Definition 10: Previous time point (tc-1) is the previous adjacent time point of tc  
Definition 11: Second previous time point (tc-2) is the previous adjacent time point of 
tc-1  
Definition 12: Post time point (tc+1) is the post adjacent time point of tc  
Definition 13: Second post time point (tc+2) is the post adjacent time point of tc+1  

Definition 14: Slope rate ( ) is the relative slope between two adjacent time 
intervals   

  = (�i+1 – �i ) /  �i  
where 
�x  is the slope value at time interval [ti-1 , ti ] 
�x+1 is the slope value at time interval [ti , ti+1] 

Definition 15: Slope rate direction (d ) is the direction of 
 If    > 0 , we say  d  = 1 or accelerating 
 If   < 0 , we say  d   = -1 or decelerating  
 If   ≅ 0 , we say  d   = 0 or steady 

Definition 16: A significant slope rate threshold ( ) is the significant slope rate 
level specified by user.   

Definition 20: An event (E2) is detected if   

Proposition 1: The predisposing factor of at denoted as PE2at without considering d
is ai 

if  ( ( nai tc-1    nai tc )  (  nai tc-2   nai tc  ) )  
 where 
nai tc is the number of E2 of ai at tc 
nai tc-1 is the number of E2 of ai at tc-1 



 

nai tc-2 is the number of E2 of ai at tc-2 

Proposition 2: The co-incident factor of at denoted as CE2at without considering d  
is ai 

if  ( ( nai tc+1    nai tc )  (  nai tc+2   nai tc  ) )  
where 
nai tc is the number of E2 of ai at tc 
nai tc+1 is the number of E2 of ai at tc+1 
nai tc+2 is the number of E2 of ai at tc+2 

Proposition 3: The predisposing factor of at with considering d of reference’s event 
denoted as PE2at d at  is an ordered pair (ai , d at ) when ai  

where 
d at is slope rate direction of at 

Proposition 3.1 :  If  ( ( ntpai tc-1  
ntpai tc ) ( ntpai tc-2   ntpai tc  ) ) , then PE2at d at 

(ai , 1)   
where 
ntpai tc is the number of E2 of ai at tc for which d at is accelerating 
ntpai tc-1 is the number of E2 of ai at tc-1 for which d at  is accelerating 
ntpai tc-2 is the number of E2 of ai at tc-2 for which d at  is accelerating 

Proposition 3.2 :  If (( ntnai tc-1  
ntnai tc ) ( ntnai tc-2   ntnai tc  ) ) ,  then  PE2at d at 

(ai , -1)   
where 
ntnai tc is the number of E2 of ai at tc for which d at is decelerating 
ntnai tc-1 is the number of E2 of ai at tc-1 for which d at is decelerating 
ntnai tc-2 is the number of E2 of ai at tc-2 for which d at is decelerating 

Proposition 4: The co-incident factor of at with considering d at denoted as CE2at d
 at is an ordered pair (ai , d at ) when ai  

Proposition 4.1 : If  ( ( ntpai tc+1 
ntpai tc)  ( ntpai tc+2   

ntpai tc  ) ) , then  CE2at d at  
(ai , 1)    

where 
ntpai tc is the number of E2 of ai at tc for which d at is accelerating 
ntpai tc+1 is the number of E2 of ai at tc+1 for which d at is accelerating 
ntpai tc+2 is the number of E2 of ai at tc+2 for which d at is accelerating 

Proposition 4.2 : If  ( ( ntnai tc+1    ntnai tc )  (  ntnai tc+2   ntnai tc  ) ) , then  CE2at d
at  (ai , -1)  

where 
ntnai tc is the number of E2 of ai at tc for which d at is decelerating 
ntnai tc+1 is the number of E2 of ai at tc+1 for which d at is decelerating 
ntnai tc+2 is the number of E2 of ai at tc+2 for which d at is decelerating 

4   Algorithms 



 

We deal with the rate of the data change, and we see the fact about the catalyst in 
the chemical reaction, that is, the catalyst can activate the rate of the chemical 
reaction to make it happen faster. So we look at the character of the catalyst in the 
chemical reaction in [7-11]. It is not necessary to have the catalyst in the chemical 
reaction. Not all of the chemical reaction has the catalyst. But once the catalyst is in 
the chemical reaction, it can activate the rate of the chemical reaction to make it 
happen faster. Some events act as the catalyst. So we use the idea taken from the fact 
of the catalyst in the chemical reaction. That is, its amount at the time before the 
reaction happen is higher than its amount at the time of the reaction happen. And its 
amount at the time after the reaction happen is higher than its amount at the time of 
the reaction happen. So we compare the number of the event of the attribute of 
consideration at the previous time point with its own number at the current time point. 
And we also compare the number of the event of the attribute of consideration at the 
post time point with its own number at the current time point. 

 
Figure 2. The chemical reaction include the catalyst 

The combination of many ideas mentioned above include the new idea taken from 
the fact seen in the chemical reaction as explained can be used to find the 
predisposing factor and the co-incident factor of the reference event. 

Now we present a few algorithms appropriate for the type of data we have. Each 
algorithm is tailored for the type of patterns we wish to explore. 

4.1   Algorithm EII without considering d  

Input: The data set which consists of numerical dynamic attributes. Sort this data 
set to ascending order by time, at, ai 

Output: nai tc-2  ,
  nai tc-1 ,  

nai tc ,  
nai tc+1 , 

nai tc+2 , PE2at , CE2at 
Method: 
/* Basic part 
For all ai 
      For all time interval [tx , tx+1] 
 Calculate �� 
       For all two adjacent time intervals 
  Calculate  
         For  at 

   If ���  
                 Set that time point as tc 



 

 Group record of 5 time points tc-2 tc-1 tc tc+1 tc+2 
*/ End of Basic part 
 Count npai tc-1 , 

nnai tc-1  ,
 npai tc , 

nnai tc  ,
 npai tc+1 , 

nnai tc+1      
// interpret the result 
If  ( ( nai tc-1  nai tc )  (  nai tc-2 

nai tc  ) ) , then  ai is PE2at 

If  ( ( nai tc+1  
nai tc )  ( nai tc+2 

nai tc  ) ) , then  ai is CE2at 

4.2   Algorithm EII with considering d at 

Input: The data set which consists of numerical dynamic attributes. Sort this data 
set to ascending order by time, at, of ai 

Output:  ntpai tc-2  , 
ntpai tc-1 ,  

ntpai tc ,  
ntpai tc+1 , 

ntpai tc+2 ,
 ntnai tc-2  ,

  ntnai tc-1 ,  
ntnai tc ,  

ntnai tc+1 , 
ntnai tc+2  , PE2at d  at  , CE2at d  at   

Method: 
/* Basic part */ 
Count    ntpai tc-2  , 

ntpai tc-1 ,  
ntpai tc ,  

ntpai tc+1 , 
ntpai tc+2 , 

 ntnai tc-2  ,
  ntnai tc-1 ,  

ntnai tc ,  
ntnai tc+1 , 

ntnai tc+2   
// interpret the result 
If  ( ( ntpai tc-1    ntpai tc )  (  ntpai tc-2   ntpai tc  ) ) , then ai is PE2at d at  in 

acceleration.  
If  ( ( ntnai tc-1    ntnai tc )  (  ntnai tc-2   ntnai tc  ) ) , then  ai is PE2at d at  in 

deceleration. 
If  ( ( ntpai tc+1    ntpai tc )  (  ntpai tc+2  ntpai tc  ) ) , then  ai is CE2at d at  in 

acceleration. 
If  ( ( ntnai tc+1    ntnai tc )  (  ntnai tc+2  ntnai tc  ) ) , then  ai is CE2at d at  in 

deceleration. 

5   Experiments 

We apply our methods with the OSS data set. We consider only thirteen attributes 
which are Download, Page views, Bugs0, Bugs1, Support0, Support1, Patches0, 
Patches1, Tracker0, Tracker1, Tasks0, Tasks1, CVS. We use the Download attribute 
as the reference attribute and consider the rest of all of the other attributes in finding 
the predisposing factor and the co-incident factor of the Download event. We consider 
both not considering the direction and considering the direction of the significant rate 
of the data change of the Download attribute. The results are  
We set the rate of the data change threshold of the Download attribute and the rest of 
all of the other attributes as 1.5. 

In case without considering the slope rate direction of the Download attribute  
Predisposing Factor(s): Tasks0, Tasks1, CVS 
Co-incident Factor(s): Support0, Support1, Patches0, Patches1 



 

In case considering the slope rate direction of the Download attribute 
The acceleration of the Download attribute 

Predisposing Factor(s): none 
Co-incident Factor(s):  Bugs0, Bugs1, Support0, Support1, Patches0, Patches1, 
Tracker0, Tracker1 

The deceleration of the Download attribute 
Predisposing Factor(s): Bugs0, Bugs1, Support0, Support1, Patches0, Tracker0, 
Tasks0, Tasks1, CVS 
Co-incident Factor(s):  Support1 

6   Performance 

Our methods consume time to find the predisposing factor and the co-incident factor 
of the reference event just in O(n) where n is the number of the total records.  The 
most of time consuming is the time for calculating the slope (the data change) and the 
slope rate (the rate of the data change) of every two adjacent time points of the same 
project which take time O(n). And we have to spend time to select the reference event 
by using the threshold which takes time O(n). We have to spend time to group records 
around the reference event (at the previous time point(s), the current time point and 
the post time point(s)) which is O(n). And the time for counting the number of the 
event of the other attributes at each time point around the current time point is O(n). 
The time in overall process can be approximate to O(n), which is not exponential. So 
our methods are good enough to apply in the big real life data set.  

From our applying with OSS data set, the machine we use in our experiments is PC 
PentiumIV 1.6 GHz, RAM 1 GB. The operating system is MS WindowsXP 
Professional. We implement these algorithms in Perl 5.8 on command line. The data 
set test has 1,097,341 records, 41, 540 projects with total 17 attributes. The number of 
attributes of consideration is thirteen attributes. The size of this data set is about 48 
MB. 

We want to see that our program consume running time in linear scale with the size 
of the data or not. Then we test with the different number of records in each file and 
run each file at a time. The result is shown and Graph 2. 
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Figure 3. Running time (in seconds) and the number of records to be run at a time 



 

From this result confirm us that our algorithms consume execution time in linear 
scale with the number of records.  

7   Accuracy test with synthetic data sets 

We synthesize 4 data sets as follow 
1. Correct complete data set 
2. Put 5 % of noise in the first data set  
3. Put 20 % of noise in the first data set  
4. Put 50 % of noise in the first data set  

We set the rate of the data change threshold as 10. The results of all of three types of 
the event with four of the synthetic data sets which include noise up to 50 % are all 
correct at 100 %.  

From the result, we see that our algorithms tolerate to the noise data.  

8   Conclusion 

The combination of the existing methods and the new idea from the fact seen in the 
chemical reaction to be our new algorithms can be used to mine the predisposing 
factor and the co-incident factor of the reference event very well. As seen in our 
experiments, our algorithms can be applied with both the synthetic data set and the 
real life data set. The performance of our algorithms is also good. They consume 
execution time just in linear time scale and also tolerate to the noise data.  

9   Discussion 

The threshold is the indicator to select the event which is the significant data change 
rate of the attribute of consideration. When we use the different threshold in the 
detecting of the event, the results can be different. So setting the threshold of the 
threshold of the rate of the data change has to be well justified. It can be justified by 
looking at the data and observing the characteristic of the attributes of interest. The 
users have to realize that the results they get can be different depending on the 
threshold setting. The threshold reflects the degree of important of the predisposing 
factor and the co-incident factor of the reference event to the reference event. If the 
degree of important of an attribute is very high, just little change of the data of that 
attribute can make the data of the reference attribute change very much.  From this 
fact, if we set the threshold to be high, we will not be able to detect the event of the 
attribute or the factor which has the high degree of important to the reference event. 
On the other hand, if the degree of important of the attribute of consideration is low, 
that means the data change of this attribute has to be high to be able to make effect on 
the reference event. If we set the data change threshold or the rate of the data change 
threshold of this attribute low, we will select the event of the little change of the data 



 

which actually does not effect on the reference event to be in our consideration. This 
make the result can be wrong. So the setting the data change or the rate of the data 
change threshold is very sensitive to the accuracy of the result.  
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